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Property-based testing
•Specify desired behavior using logical 
properties
•Randomly generate test data to check 
properties
•Report counterexamples, sometimes using 
shrinking to make the counterexamples 
smaller / easier to understand
•First developed in Haskell and Erlang 
(QuickCheck), now in most major PLs
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• Our hypothesis: property-based testing can 
be viewed as a form of general probabilistic 
programming

• Research question #1: Can we exploit 
relational and algebraic structure to speed up 
inference in probabilistic programs?

• Research question #2: Can we develop 
formal semantics and programming 
techniques for differentiable programming?

The problem:
•Ensuring software quality is hard
•Verification takes massive human effort and 
requires a clear specification
•Unit testing expensive, cannot find all bugs
•Model checking is automatic, but limited
•Property-based testing (PBT) is a popular 
alternative: generate many (random) tests and 
check specification properties.

Ariane 5 first test flight on 
June 4, 1996

Failed due to incorrect 
data conversion error

This shows the program and specification are inconsistent; 
actually in this case, the specification is wrong!

Challenges for PBT:
•Lack of programmer expertise: hard to 
program properties
•Random data generation struggles 
when bug behavior is rare 
•Programmer effort needed to write 
generators and shrinking functions
•Errors can be hard to understand

Combining differentiation and probabilities 
(Heunen & Sigal [3])
•An algebraic framework has been developed to 
handle computational effects indexed by other 
computational effects, in the form of duoidal PROs
Differentiable programming using algebraic 
effects/handlers (Sigal & Heunen)
•A number of implementations of differentiable 
programming techniques have been implemented
•Asymptotically efficient and hopefully easier to prove 
correct (work in progress)

Lifted Reasoning Meets Weighted Model 
Integration (Feldstein, Belle [2])
•Weighted model integration (WMI) supports efficient 
inference over mixed discrete andcontinuous domains
•Can we reason with relational models by avoiding 
grounding ?
•Extend knowledge compilation techniques to support 
efficient inference
•Scalability: inference on up to 100k data instances in 
<1s 
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